
i4one is totally non-discriminatory, it includes everyone who cares, everyone who wants to survive,

who wants a future for themselves and more importantly for those to come.

The world wasn’t given existence for just the present generations, but, for all generations.

We need to come together to learn and understand how to care for our birthplace, our planet.

‘Protect our Planet, twenty-four seven’ Day.

24th July and build towards, Earth’s Unity Day, 24-7-24, (24th July, 2024). The time we begin the repair.

We have ample time to prepare using mainstream and social media.

We are all citizens of Earth.

It is about time that we showed respect for it, because deep down we are all dependant on it and

have a love for it.

We need to be loving custodians of it, because it is designed to return that care when respected.

What happens when you join i4one? You join potentially the world’s greatest organisation of human

unity thus far, intent on preserving the Earth and its life supporting mechanisms and habitats for

generations to come.

Each one of us is unique and has different circumstances and capabilities. In i4one only you decide

what is right for you. No policing, no criticism, just a willingness to be part of the solution.

Use the tick lists as a guide to assess and make up your own plan, for action in small personally

achievable incremental changes. Potentially as so many, actively involved, we will have the will and

strength in numbers to effect change and influence the other constructed divisions in humanity to

act for all our benefit, not just for a presently controlling few.

The unity i4one offers and the World Day are our essential WALK phase. The effective action and

delivery of change are in the RUN phase and we have already chosen the UN to be instrumental in

bringing that about.

Humanity in its progress has had an ‘agricultural revolution’ and an ‘industrial revolution’.

We don’t need a rebellion, we need an ‘ENVIRONMENTAL REVOLUTION’!


